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ABSTRACT
The goal of this position paper is to contribute to a clear
understanding of the profound differences between the
association-rule discovery and the classification tasks. We argue
that the classification task can be considered an ill -defined, non-
deterministic task, which is unavoidable given the fact that it
involves prediction; while the standard association task can be
considered a well -defined, deterministic, relatively simple task,
which does not involve prediction in the same sense as the
classification task does.
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1.  INTRODUCTION
Classification and association-rule discovery are probably the
two tasks most addressed in the data mining literature. Hence, it
is crucial that some fundamental differences between these two
tasks be clearly understood.

Unfortunately, this does not seem to be the case. We have
observed that there is some confusion about important
characteristics of these two tasks in the data mining community.
Actuall y, a confusion between these two tasks (or at least a
confusion of terminology) is sometimes even present in papers
publi shed at major international conferences. We mention here
only two examples of this kind of confusion.

The first example comes from Domshlak et al. (1998). Although
this is overall a high-qualit y paper (li ke the others publi shed at
such a prestigious conference), we have to disagree with a
statement made by the authors: “Association Rules are
straightforwardly collected from the decision tree.” (p. 187.)
Clearly, the rules extracted from a decision tree are classification
rules, rather than association ones.

The second example comes from Bayardo (1997). Again, this is
overall a high-qualit y paper, but we believe it makes the mistake
of calli ng the association rules discovered by their method
“classification rules” . The task being addressed in that paper is
still association-rule discovery and the rules discovered by their
method are still association rules, in the sense that they lack
characteristics inherent to classification rules, as will be
explained later (particularly in sections 2.2 through 2.5).

The goal of this position paper is to contribute to a clear
understanding of the profound differences between the

association-rule discovery and the classification tasks. More
precisely, this position paper argues that there are crucial
differences between the association-rule discovery and the
classification task, and that these differences involve the key
notion of prediction. We argue that the classification task can be
considered an ill -defined, non-deterministic task, which is
unavoidable given the fact that it involves prediction; while the
standard association task can be considered a well -defined,
deterministic, relatively simple task, which does not involve
prediction in the same sense as the classification task does.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss
several differences between the classification and the
association-rule discovery tasks. These differences include the
following issues: syntactical differences and attribute
(a)symmetry (section 2.1); ill -defined, non-deterministic vs. well -
defined, deterministic tasks (section 2.2); overfitti ng and
underfitti ng (section 2.3); and inductive bias (section 2.4). We
also argue, in section 2.5, that generall y previous work on
integrating classification and association-rule discovery still can
be categorized as solving either the classification or the
association task, but not both. Finall y, section 3 discusses some
impli cations of the ideas discussed in previous sections and
concludes the paper.

2.  DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE
CLASSIFICATION AND THE
ASSOCIATION-RULE DISCOVERY TASKS
Throughout this section we refer to the standard framework of
association rule discovery (hereafter referred to as the standard
association framework, for short). By standard association
framework we mean the well -known support-confidence
framework introduced by Agrawal et al. (1993), in which the
algorithm discovers all association rules having support and
confidence greater than user-specified thresholds.

It should be noted that recently there have been several proposals
for extending this standard framework, and some of these
proposals blur the distinction between association and
classification. We do not claim that our arguments generali ze to
all such extended association frameworks (although we believe
they still hold for some of these extended frameworks). We focus
on the standard association framework mainly because it is still
the most used in the literature. In addition, a comprehensive
discussion of those extended frameworks would require an
amount of space far greater than the available in this short
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position paper. In any case, we will say a few words about some
extended association frameworks later.

2.1 Syntactic Differences and Att r ibute
(A)symmetry
Probably the most obvious difference between classification and
association rules is on a syntactical level. Classification rules
have only one attribute in their consequent (THEN part),
whereas association rules can have more than one attribute in
their consequent.

In addition, the classification and association tasks can also be
distinguished according to the (a)symmetry of the attributes
being mined. One can say that classification is asymmetric with
respect to attributes, since in this task we aim at predicting the
value (class) of a special, user-defined goal attribute based on the
values of all the other (predictor) attributes. By contrast, one can
say that the association task is symmetric with respect to
attributes, since no attribute is given special treatment in this
task - i.e. any attribute can occur either in the rule antecedent or
in the rule consequent.

Granted, if we consider only these two difference criteria, we can
blur the distinction between the two kinds of rules by discovering
only a subset of association rules, namely the ones having just a
value of the goal attribute (a class) in their consequent – as in
done e.g. by Liu et al. (1998). However, these two simple
difference criteria are only the beginning of the story. We now
move on to discuss more profound, “semantic” differences,
which have to do with the core of the nature and purpose of these
tasks.

2.2  I ll -Defined, No n-Deterministic vs. Well-
Defined, Deterministic Tasks
Classification is an ill -defined, non-deterministic task, in the
sense that in general, using only the training data, one cannot be
sure that a discovered classification rule will have a high
predictive accuracy on the test set, which contains examples
unseen during training. (There are, however, theoretical bounds
on test set error for some classifiers, such as support vector
machines – see e.g. Burges (1998), under certain conditions.)

Another way of putting this is to consider that in classification
we are essentiall y using data about “ the past” (the training set) to
induce rules about “ the future”, i.e. rules that predict the value
that a goal attribute will t ake on for an example to be observed.
Clearly, predicting the future is a non-deterministic problem.

Yet another way of understanding the non-determinism of
classification is to recall that classification can be regarded as a
form of induction, and that induction (unli ke deduction) is not
truth-preserving. To see why induction is ill -defined and non-
deterministic, consider for instance the inductive task of
predicting which is the next number in the following series: 1, 4,
9, 16, ?. (We suggest the reader actuall y spends a couple of
minutes trying to predict the next number in the series, before
moving on.)

The reader will probably have guessed 25, after inducing that the
generator polynomium is n2. However, the correct answer is 20,
because the generator polynomium, borrowed from Bramer
(1996), is: (–5n4 + 50n3 –151n2 + 250n –120) / 24. There are, of

course, many other polynomia which could be the correct answer,
since, strictly speaking, there is an infinite number of curves
passing through a finite, small number of points. In other words,
there is a virtuall y infinite number of hypotheses consistent with
a training set, but the vast majority of them will make a wrong
prediction on the test set. Clearly, we humans have a bias
favoring the simpler hypothesis, but this is no guarantee that the
simpler hypothesis will make the correct prediction – see e.g.
Domingos (1998) for an excellent discussion about this point.

In passing we note that several AI-related tasks are also ill -
defined and non-deterministic. This characteristic is inherent to
pattern recognition problems, such as vision – see e.g. Pinker
(1997).

In contrast to classification-rule discovery, association-rule
discovery is a well -defined, deterministic task. By definiti on, any
association algorithm must discover precisely the same rule set,
i.e. the set of all  rules having support and confidence greater
than a user-specified threshold, without exception. Hence, all
association algorithms have the same effectiveness – i.e. they
discover the same rule set. The differences in the proposed
algorithms concern mainly their relative eff iciency – i.e. some
algorithms are faster than others.

There are well -defined, deterministic algorithms for finding
association rules, so there is no need to use non-deterministic
search methods – such as neural networks, genetic algorithms,
etc. – in this task. (Recall that we are considering the standard
association framework. Of course there are plenty of opportunity
for non-deterministic search methods in more complex versions
of the association task.)

2.3  Overfitt ing and Underfitt ing
In essence, overfitti ng occurs when the induced model (e.g. a rule
set) reflects idiosyncrasies of the particular data being mined that
are not reliable generali zations for the purpose of predictions
involving new data, whereas underfitti ng is the dual problem.

An important distinction between the classification and the
association task is that overfitti ng/underfitti ng avoidance is a
crucial concern in the former, but not in the latter.

Actuall y, since the possibilit y of overfitti ng/underfitti ng is one of
the  reasons why the classification task is so hard – see e.g.
Schaffer (1993) – most rule induction algorithms performing
classification have quite elaborated procedures to (try to) avoid
overfitti ng/underfitti ng – see e.g. Breslow & Aha (1997), Jansen
& Schmill (1997), Oates & Jensen (1998), Jensen & Cohen
(2000).

These elaborated procedures are necessary because, of course, if
the discovered rules are overfitti ng/underfitti ng the training data
this will l ead to a degradation of predictive performance on the
unseen examples of the test set, which is what we reall y care
about in prediction (even though in data mining we also care
about rule comprehensibilit y and interestingness).

By contrast, overfitti ng/underfitti ng issues are largely ignored in
the specification of an algorithm for discovering association
rules. Actuall y, one can say that overfitti ng/underfitti ng issues
are not a problem for data mining algorithms in the discovery of
association rules. In this task the algorithm simply finds all rules
with support and confidence greater than user-specified
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thresholds, regardless of whether or not the rules would be
overfitti ng/underfitti ng the data.

Indeed, in the standard association framework, we do not even
evaluate the discovered association rules on an unseen test set.
Hence, in principle we cannot even detect that
overfitti ng/underfitti ng has occurred.

Perhaps, making the role of devil ’ s layer, one could say that the
standard association framework has at least a crude mechanism
to avoid overfitti ng, namely the specification of a minimum
support for the discovered rules. We do not find this argument
convincing. The “mechanism” is just a comparison of a rule’s
support with a user-specified threshold, which involves much
less autonomy and much less sophistication than the
overfitti ng/underfitti ng-avoidance procedures usuall y found in
classification algorithms. In addition, the minimum support
threshold is specified for all rules, regardless of the items
occurring in the rule, which is clearly undesirable in many cases,
as argued by Liu et al. (1999a). Liu et al. propose that we modify
the standard association framework in such a way that the user
specifies a minimum support for each item, so that the minimum
support for a given rule is a function of the items occurring in the
rule. We believe this is a step in the right direction, but there is
still a long way to go to make association-rule discovery
algorithms more flexible.

2.4  Inductive Bias
Let us briefly recall the important concept of inductive bias,
which is well -known by the classification community but
relatively less well -known by the association-rule discovery
community – for a good reason, as will seen below.

As pointed out by Michalski (1983), given a set of observed facts
(data instances), the number of hypotheses – e.g. classification
rules - that imply these facts is potentiall y infinite. Hence, a
classification algorithm must have an inductive bias. An
inductive bias can be defined as any (expli cit or impli cit) basis
for favoring one hypothesis over another, other than strict
consistency with the data being mined – see Mitchell (1980,
1997). Note that without an inductive bias a classification
algorithm would be unable to prefer one hypothesis over other
consistent ones. In machine learning terminology, a classification
algorithm without an inductive bias would be capable of
performing only the simplest kind of learning, namely rote
learning.

We emphasize here a well -known fact about classification. Any
bias has a domain-dependent effectiveness. Since every
classification algorithm has a bias, the performance of a
classification algorithm strongly depends on the appli cation
domain. In other words, claims such as “classification algorithm
A is better than data mining algorithm B” should only be made
for a given (or a few) appli cation domain(s). This has been
shown both theoreticall y – see Schaffer (1994), Rao et al. (1995),
Domingos (1998) - and empiricall y – see Michie et al. (1994),
King et al. (1995).

  Now, what is the inductive bias of an association-rule discovery
algorithm? None - at least in the standard association framework,
which is the focus of this paper. After all , an association
algorithm simply returns all  the rules having support and
confidence greater than user-specified thresholds. Among all

these rules, the algorithm has no criterion (no bias) to select one
rule over another. Once more, similarly to the point discussed at
the end of the previous section, perhaps one could make the role
of devil ’ s layer and argue that the minimum support and
minimum confidence specified by the user define the “inductive
bias” of the algorithm. Again, we do not find this argument very
convincing, since these thresholds are defined by the user.
Perhaps one could say that these thresholds represent the bias of
the user, rather than the bias of the algorithm.

2.5  Integrating Classification and Association
Rule Discovery
Granted, there has been some work on integrating classification
and association rule discovery. However, we argue that in
general these projects can be better described as performing one
of the two tasks (classification or association), but not both. We
briefly discuss below two projects on this kind integration.

Liu et al. (1998) propose a CBA (Classification Based on
Association) algorithm. Their work adapts the framework of
association-rule discovery to the classification task. For instance,
their algorithm discovers a subset of association rules, namely
the association rules having only the class attribute in their
consequent, and uses a classification-rule pruning method to
reduce the number of generated rules. The modifications make
sense because the rules will eventuall y be used as classification
rules. The discovered rules are used to predict examples in the
test set, and the pruning method helps avoiding overfitti ng.
Hence, the task being solved is classification. The fact that the
classification algorithm uses the results produced by an
association algorithm does not modify the fact that the problem
being solved is classification.

As another example, Bayardo (1997) proposes several pruning
strategies to control the combinatorial explosion involved in
mining association rules from “classification data sets” – i.e. data
sets with a well -defined class attribute and usuall y used for
evaluating classification (rather than association) algorithms.
However, as we mentioned in the introduction, in our opinion
this work essentiall y addresses the association-rule discovery
task, despite its use of “classification data sets” and despite its
claim of discovering “classification rules” . The discovered
association rules are evaluated concerning the coverage of the
data set, but their performance on an unseen test set is not
measured. Classification goes beyond coverage of the data being
mined, it involves prediction, as discussed above, and this issue
is not addressed by Bayardo (1997).

3.  DISCUSSION
We have argued that classification and association-rule discovery
are fundamentall y different data mining tasks. The former
involves prediction and induction, whereas the second involves
neither prediction nor induction.

Furthermore, we argue that, if we are to seriously consider using
association rules for prediction purposes, we would have to
modify the association-rule framework in at least two ways. First,
we would need to extend association-rule discovery algorithms
with some procedure to avoid overfitti ng/underfitti ng. We
believe that the idea of automaticall y varying the minimum
support, as proposed by Liu et al. (1999a), is a step in the right
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direction, but we still need to go further to make association
algorithms more flexible. Second, we would need to evaluate
discovered association rules on an unseen test set. This is a basic
requirement for evaluation of any kind of prediction rule.

Now, suppose we develop an association-rule discovery
algorithm based on the two above extensions to the standard
association framework. What are we left with? Note that we are
not performing a classification task, since we can still discover
an association rule predicting several attributes, whereas a
classification rule has a single goal attribute in its consequent.
However, it is not so easy to distinguish this extended
association-rule discovery algorithm from a “generali zed rule
induction” algorithm, such as ITRULE – see Smyth & Goodman
(1991). ITRULE performs a data mining task that can be called
dependence modeling. In this task there are several goal
attributes to be predicted, so that different rules can predict
different goal attributes, but discovered rules are evaluated on an
unseen test set.

We could, of course, extend an association rule algorithm with
overfitti ng/ underfitti ng-avoidance procedures, evaluating
discovered rules on an unseen test set and discover only
association rules having a single goal attribute in its consequent.
But in this case we would be essentiall y left with a classification
task.

To summarize, if we want to discover prediction rules, we will
end up either with classification or with dependence modeling –
or other machine learning-related task – but not with the
standard association task.

At this point we need to say a few words explaining our
motivation for writi ng this paper. We have nothing against
association rules. The large number of projects focusing on
association rules in the literature is a good evidence of the
importance of this data mining task. Actuall y, we believe that the
introduction of the standard association rule framework by
Agrawal et al. (1993) was one of the few truly-new proposals for
a new data mining task in the last few years. Most of the data
mining tasks, such as classification and clustering, have been
extensively studied for quite a long time – even though in the
past there was not so much emphasis on the issue of scalabilit y.

Our main concern is that, whenever the standard association rule
framework is used, its limitations concerning the predictive
power of the discovered rules should be well -understood. We
note in passing that the classification task, although leading to
rules with more predictive power, also has limitations of its own
(li ke any data mining task). In particular, despite what some
people believe, classification rules have no causal semantics.
They represent correlations in the data, and correlation is not
necessaril y causation.

Finall y, we should emphasize that the discussion presented in
this paper refers only to the standard association framework.
Clearly, the association task can become as ill -defined and non-
deterministic as the classification task when we consider issues
such as pruning/summarizing discovered association rules – see
Liu et al. (1999b), selecting interesting rules among all
discovered association rules – see Dong & Li (1998), Guill aume
et al. (1998), Klemettinen et al. (1999), Klemettinen et al.
(1994), etc.
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